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Sergeant Ryan Pettit has a mystery lifestyles running a blog as Groundpounder, dutifully
recording on-line a deployment the place on a daily basis feels precisely the same-until a
feminine reporter indicates up at their all male camp. Then Ryan realizes not anything is ever
going to be an A Prince Among Men (Red, Hot & Blue #9) identical for him again. formidable
Journalist Vicki Vanover isn't really above utilizing her female wiles or a bit blackmail to get a
superb interview. while she makes a decision to commute to a small base in Afghanistan, the
very last thing she anticipates is assembly Ryan, a soldier who runs in the direction of possibility
instead of clear of it and places her at risk of wasting her heart. during this excessive motion
sequel to version Soldier, Cat Johnson maintains the tale of 1 squad's time within the turbulent
border provinces of Afghanistan. With the go back visual appeal of job strength Zeta, in addition
to the unforeseen visual appeal of a cherished public figure, A Prince between males is A
Prince Among Men (Red, Hot & Blue #9) one other sizzling and horny page-turner you will not
be ready to positioned down.
i actually benefit from the sweet, attractive army romances via Cat Johnson. I consistently love
the characters, the boys are sweetly protective, the velocity is generally fast, and the endings
continuously positioned a grin on my face. And the affection scenes, even supposing now not
explicit, tend to be hot. This most up-to-date book, "A Prince between Men", used to be no
exception.Sgt. Ryan Pettit is a military soldier stationed in Afghanistan, and he writes a wellliked day-by-day web web publication (using A Prince Among Men (Red, Hot & Blue #9) the
display identify "Groundpounder") describing the typical lifetime of a soldier. His writing is witty
(with Jimmy Buffet music references) but informative, and he has a feminine fan referred to as
Vicki V who frequently replies to his blog. Vicki is very complimentary and in recent times her
replies were choked with a few double entendres. Ryan is flattered, unearths her a laugh but
sexy, and flirts back. And even if Ryan's bought an informal female friend again on the base in
Germany, he convinced wish to meet this Vicki V (even even though she's most likely
somebody's grandmother), yet what are the percentages of that happening?Vicki Vanover is an
American journalist understanding of London. She's on her approach to an project in
Afghanistan, hoping to write down a narrative approximately how the lives of ladies in
Afghanistan have replaced because the defeat of the Taliban. Well, after 2 weeks in Kandahar
and getting nowhere speedy on her story, Vicki has a stroke of good fortune whilst she has an
opportunity assembly with a truly wide-spread taking a look soldier. it truly is none except the
Army's most up-to-date reluctant poster boy, employees Sgt. David "Hawk" Hawkins ("Model
Soldier"). Vicki essentially blackmails him into supporting her locate a few Afghan locals to
interview by means of threatening to put in writing a narrative A Prince Among Men (Red, Hot &
Blue #9) approximately him and his modeling "career" if he does not cooperate. Hawk
reluctantly concurs to convey her again to his base in Kabul province, the place she is going to
have an opportunity to interview a few A Prince Among Men (Red, Hot & Blue #9) locals. And
wager who simply occurs to be Hawk's bunkmate? Yes, Vicki's mystery "crush",
"Groundpounder" Ryan Pettit.Having lately been dumped by means of his German girlfriend, it
does not take lengthy for Ryan to fall for the voluptuos Vicki, and positioned and jointly and

notice she's really THE Vicki V of his dreams. but if will he inform her he is "Groundpounder"?
and will Ryan persuade Vicki that his affair together with her is the genuine thing, and never
simply that she's the one on hand lady for miles around?But whilst issues move undesirable and
Ryan and his staff and a pair of British infantrymen (including one genuine lifestyles very wellknown one) are ambushed after which kidnapped, will Vicki have the power to face through him,
or will the consistent fear for a guy who places his lifestyles at the line on a daily basis be an
excessive amount of for her to handle?I simply enjoyed Ryan--he used to be so candy and
sexy, and stated a few attractive issues to Vicki and did a few exceptional issues to end up his
love for Vicki. I felt like he was once the true "prince" within the title. I enjoyed getting glimpses
of what he was once pondering yet did not say--some of it used to be very funny. and that i
beloved Vicki too. firstly she came upon as a true girly lady who had no enterprise being in a
warfare zone, yet after some time she toughened up and got here via for Ryan. And their love
scenes have been fairly hot, they usually in some way came upon how you can be jointly in no
longer the main excellent of circumstances.Fans of the sequence will take pleasure in getting a
glimpse of a few contributors of job strength Zeta again, who make a rescue try of a truly
recognized soldier A Prince Among Men (Red, Hot & Blue #9) close to the tip of the book.All in
all a really quick, effortless read. if you happen to get pleasure from analyzing books within the
form of Suzanne Brockmann's army SEALs, Cherry Adair's T-FLACs, or perhaps Cindy
Gerard's Bodyguards, i feel you are going to benefit from the army romances of Cat Johnson.
For me, they are consistently an outstanding time. four half stars.
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